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Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix 
Jacqueline Briggs Martin and June Jo Lee 

1. What kind of cook is he? 
He is a street cook.  He wants all kinds of people to have food cooked with care, with love, with 
sohn-maash. 
 

2. What is sohn-maash? 
It is the flavors in our fingertips.  It is a term from Korea that they use to refer to the love and 
talent that moms/grandmoms put into homemade foods.  
 

3. Where was Chef Choi Roy born? 
He was born in Seoul, South Korea. 
 

4. Where and when did Chef Roy Choi move from Korea? 
He moved from Korea to San Francisco when he was two.  
 

5. What was Roy’s mom known for cooking? 
She was known for her kimchi and sold it from the trunk of her car. 
 

6. What happened each day at 3 PM when Roy was young? 
The family would gather in booth #1 at the family restaurant for Dumpling Time.  They would 
make the dumplings for the restaurant.  
 

7. What was the name of his parent’s restaurant? 
It was called the Silver Garden where they sold Korean food. 
 

8. What was Roy’s favorite time growing up? 
His favorite time was family together and making food. 
 

9. What made Roy decide what to do with his life after high school? 
He was lost and getting involved in bad things.   He watched a cooking show and realized he 
would fit in a kitchen.  
 

10.Where did Roy first cook? 
He first cooked at fancy restaurants. 
 

11.What happened after Roy lost his job at the fancy restaurant?  
A friend said to open a taco truck with Korean barbecue in a taco. 
 

12.How is Chef Roy’s food and music the same? 
They both bring people together and make people smile.  
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13.  What did Chef Roy want to do for his city? 
He wanted to feed more people in all neighborhoods.  He wanted to help worn-out 
neighborhoods.  
 

14.What are some ways Chef Roy helped the neighborhoods? 
He opened cheerful cafes in worn-out areas.  He taught kids to make and sell their own treats. 
Finally, him and another Chef opened fast-food spots. 
 

15.What is the name of the fast food restaurants? 
They are named it Locol.  
 

16.Where was the first Locol? 
It was in Watts, Los Angeles across from Florence Griffith Joyner Elementary School. 
 

17.Who worked with Chef Roy to open the fast food restaurants? 
Chef DP (Daniel Patterson) worked with Chef Roy. 
 

18.What kind of food is served in Chef Roy’s Locol? 
Food kids can eat while skateboarding, exploring, or hanging out.  


